The Empty Man

The Empty Man made me do itIts been one
year since the first reported case of the
Empty Man disease, and no drug has been
able to slow its progress. The cause is
unknown, and the symptoms include fits of
rage, hideous hallucinations, suicidal
dementia, followed by death, or a near
lifeless, empty state of catatonia. As cults
rise nationwide, the FBI and CDC enter a
joint investigation of the Empty Man,
hoping to piece together clues to stop the
cult and uncover a cure. THE EMPTY
MAN is a dystopic version of the world we
know, where a terrifying disease has taken
on almost deific connotations. Writer
Cullen Bunn has skyrocketed to comics
fame in a very short period of time, thanks
to a variety of titles including his
Supernatural Western epic THE SIXTH
GUN, and tackling some of comics most
popular antiheroes such as MAGNETO
and SINESTRO. Vanesa R. Del Reys art
has been met with rapturous acclaim,
including a Russ Manning nomination for
her work on HIT.

WHY BOOM! LOVES IT: Theres nothing scarier than horror that hits homea tale of terror only one or two steps
removed from our reality. THE EMPTY MAN is a Fox has tapped James Badge Dale to star in its supernatural thriller
The Empty Man. David Britten Prior is directing from his own script, James Badge Dale is set to headline 20th Century
Foxs The Empty Man movie, based on the BOOM! comic book miniseries by Cullen BunnThe Empty Man #2 (of 6) Kindle edition by Cullen Bunn, Vanesa R. Del Rey. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or
tablets. EXCLUSIVE: 20th Century Fox has optioned The Empty Man, the Boom! graphic novel written by Eisner
Award-winner Cullen Bunn andThe Empty Man in US theaters TBA 2018 starring James Badge Dale, Owen Teague,
Marin Ireland, Virginia Kull. A terrifying entity may be responsible for a James Badge Dale will fill the shoes of Foxs
The Empty Man. David Britten Prior is directing the supernatural thriller, which is adapted from a James Badge Dale to
Star in Fox Thriller The Empty Man The novel was written by Eisner Award-winner Cullen Bunn and illustrated
byDrama Michael Strum, a banker and family man, is made executor of his Moms will. He is in charge of giving his
The Empty Man (2010). 57min Drama.The Empty Man Movies, TV, Celebs, and more Contribute to This Page. Edit
page. The Empty Man. Details. Full Cast and Crew Release Dates Official Foxs upcoming adaptation of The Empty
Man graphic novel, which is slated to film in Chicago for a few days next month.Thriller On the trail of a missing girl,
an ex-cop comes across a secretive group attempting to summon a terrifying supernatural entity. The Empty Man.The
Empty Man is an upcoming American supernatural thriller film directed and written by David Prior, based on the Boom!
Studios graphic novel of same name
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